Abstract-Many existing complex space systems have a sig-8 SPECTRAL CLUSTERING nificant amount of historical maintenance and problem data 9 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR DISCOVERING bases that are stored in unstructured text forms. The prob-RECURRING ANOMALIES lem that we address in this paper is the discovery of recurring anomalies and relationships between problem reports 10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK that may indicate larger systemic problems. We will illus-11 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS trate our techniques on data from discrepancy reports regarding software anomalies in the Space Shuttle. These free text
tic and diagnostic instrumentation that deliver high speed data streams of information regarding the current health of the sysWe test four automatic methods of anomaly detection in text tem. These streams give instantaneous information about the that are popular in the current literature on text mining. The first method that we describe is k-means or Gaussian mixture system and must be analyzed accordingly.
model and its application to the term-document matrix. The secod mtho istheSamon onliearmap whch rojcts Along with these data streams, however, aerospace systems second methodnal docmenvorsinto woimensions also have significant maintenance records associated with them. These maintenance records are often free-text reports.
visualization and clustering purposes. The third method is They are often recorded by maintenance personnel or engibased on an analysis of the results of applying a new clusterneers that are responsible for specific subsystems in the yeing method, Expectation Maximization on a mixture of von hide. In some cases, such as the Aviation Safety ReportMises Fisher distributions, that represents each document as a ing System [1] , the reports are augmented by some structured point on a high dimensional sphere. In this space, we perform data through the use of a coded report. The coded reports can clustering to obtain sets of similar documents. The results be analyzed using standard statistical methods or data mining are derived from a new method known as spectral clustering, methods that are suited for the analysis of structured informawhere vectors from the term-document matrix are embedded in a high dimensional space for clustering.
tion.
The paper concludes with recommendations regarding the deThe free-text reports, however, need to be significantly trans- formed to be analyzed with standard data mining or statistical velopment of an operational text mining system for analysis y g methods. Most of those methods assume that the data can be of problem reports that arise from complex space systems.
express asa there eaho w is an obervati and
We also contrast such systems with general purpose text mineacheolum is a variabler eample, in theraseof ana ing systems, illustrating the areas in which this system needs th varis iriablitfor 1000 if the rmal to be seiidfrtesaedmn. lyzing the variations in reliability for 1000 different thermal to be specified for the space domain.
sensors, a matrix could be formed which would have 1000 rows, and columns corresponding to various reliability met- [2] . A significant drawback Our procedure for identifying recurring anomalies is based on of this vector space approach is that all semantic and syntactic the idea that similar anomalies will show up in the same clusinformation in the document is lost.
ter, and thus is highly dependent on the clustering algorithm. In this section, we describe three methods of cluster analysis In the next section, we discuss the particular problem that we that are popular in the literature and discuss their underlying use to demonstrate our methodology and describe various apassumptions. These assumptions affect the outcome of the proaches to discovering recurring anomalies. At the end of clustering and therefore can affect the discovery of recurring each section we discuss our experimental results. The paper anomalies. concludes with a set of requirements for a text mining system architecture and presents conclusions and areas of future For purposes of the discussion presented here, we will model work.
the text as a term-document matrix [3] . The .~~~~~~~~~the jth term tj TFIDF iS a straightforward procedure and can system still discuss problems in the subsystem. While these b issues could be addressed to some degree with the addition of be computed as follows: structured data, it is unlikely that all such relationships would Zij = TF(tj, di) x IDF(tj) (1) be captured in the structured data. Therefore, we need to develop issues across all shuttle subsystems. ond clustering method uses the cosine measurement between two vectors and which implicitly assumes the von Mises
We also received 35 Flight Readiness Reports. These are Fisher distribution. The third clustering method, based on dcmnsta r rprdbfr ahmsinadms spectral clustering, embeds the term-document vectors in an be signed off before the shuttle is allowed to fly. Each one infinite dimensional space and looks at the clustering of a low describes problems that have occurred on previous missions dimensional projection. These formulations will be discussed that could affect the current mission. In the document, each of these problems is detailed in a separate section, called an
The k-means algorithm is a special implementation of the Observation. For each observation a problem is described Gaussian Mixture Model. These models assume that the along with how it could affect the mission and what was done data vectors are generated according to the probability dento correct the problem or a reason why it was considered an sity P(Zi 9 ): acceptable level of risk to ignore the problem. We separated these reports into 125 observations, which were treated as inc dependent from one another. Because of the sensitive nature P(Zi l) = : P(c)P(Zi Oc) (3) of the data, we cannot reveal the actual anomalies that were C=1 discovered, but can report on the success of algorithms on identifying anomalies. where 9 is a vector containing the C model parameters, and Oc are the model parameters for the cth mixture com-4. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION ponent. The vector Zi is a p dimensional vector from the
The TFIDF procedure outlined above can significantly reduce term-document matrix. The parameters of this model are obthe number of dimensions (i.e., the number of columns) in the tained through Expectation Maximization of the appropriate term document matrix. Our studies show that the reduction log-likelihood function or, more generally, the posterior logcan be as much as 50-70% depending on the domain. Howlikelihood. In the case of a Gaussian mixture density model ever, in many cases it is necessary to reduce the dimension of for Zi C lRd, we take the likelihood function as:
the data even further. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is an often used procedure for dimensionality reduction be-
cause of its simplicity and interpretability [4] , [2] .
While PCA has many advantages, it can suffer from the fact
that only the linear structure in the data is preserved. There 2 are many methods to perform nonlinear PCA using neural networks or other nonlinear learning algorithms, but the disMaximum a posteriori estimation is performed by taking the cussion of those algorithms is outside of the scope of this arlog of the posterior likelihood of each data point Zi given the ticle [5] . model 9 using the Expectation Maximization algorithm [7] .
PCA identifies the directions of maximum variation in the In the case of text clustering the vectors are high dimengroup of points defined by the document vectors. These disional and sparse. Under these conditions, the k-means algorections can be shown to be the eigenvectors of the covaririthm does not work well because the number of data points ance matrix generated by the term-document matrix. Once needed to form dense regions increases exponentially with the top I eigenvectors are identified (these correspond to those the number of dimensions. The underlying assumption of the with the largest I eigenvalues), the document vectors are leftk-means algorithm is that there are dense regions in the data. multiplied with the eigenvectors. This results in an I dimenWith a finite amount of data and high dimension, most data sional representation of the document vectors, where I < p.
points end up being approximately equidistant to each other. The parameter I is chosen in order to explain the maximum amount of variation in the data with the minimum number of k-means Results on Flight Readiness Review Data eigenvectors. In the studies we describe here, PCA was used We applied the k-means algorithm with k = 7 to the data to reduce the dimensionality of the data. We demonstrate the from the Space Shuttle's Flight Readiness Reviews (FRR). effect of PCA on clustering and the identification of recurring
The value of k was determined using cross-validation. The anomalies.
data was reduced to 30 dimensions using PCA and then clustered until the algorithm converged. Analysis of the results
k-MEANS ALGORITHM AND MIXTURE
indicated that the FRR observations as classified by a human MODELS had a relatively low correlation with the results from the algo-
The k-means clustering algorithm [6] is perhaps the most rithm. Human classification of these documents revealed 15 popular method of clustering structured data due to its simdifferent system level categories, such as "Alignment", "Conplicity of implementation. The algorithm works by choostamination," "Design," etc. The distribution of documents ing k random initial cluster centers, computing the distances across these 15 categories is shown in Figure 1 (upper panel).
between these cluster centers and each row in the data ma-
The middle panel of this figure shows the distribution of doctrix and then identifying those rows that are closest to each uments into clusters identified by the k-means algorithm. cluster center. The corresponding cluster centers are moved to the centroid of those data points and the procedure is reThe k-means algorithm also occasionally divided reports peated. The algorithm converges when the cluster centers do that were very similar (with small wording changes between not move from one iteration to the next. them) into different clusters. This behavior was also noted when humans clustered the same documents. Other algorithms did not suffer from this difficulty. . We applied the Sammon Map to the FRR data using two approaches. In the first approach, we directly mapped the data from the original high dimensional space down to two dimensions. Figure 2 shows the results of this mapping in terms of the sorted inter-document distances. The intuition behind
SAMMON NONLINEAR MAPPINGS
these plots is as follows: the sorted distances of the docuThe k-means algorithm clusters document vectors in the ments in the original space should be very close to the sorted space of term frequencies and requires that the user determine distances of the points in the two dimensional map. If they the value of k. Thus, if the true number of clusters is greater were identical, the lines would perfectly overlap. The top than the predetermined value of k, those clusters would not panel shows that there is significant error in the mapping at be separately identified. close distances (left hand side of the plot) as well as at far distances. Sammon nonlinear maps are actually a method of projecting high dimensional data into a two or three dimensional plot for The middle panel shows the effect of linear dimensionality viewing and analysis purposes [8] . However, the maps can be reduction using PCA followed by Sammon mapping. Here, quite helpful for visualization of recurring anomalies because the two curves almost completely overlap each other. The the user does not define a number of clusters. Instead, the map generated using this procedure is shown in Figure 3 .
map is generated along with a quality of fit metric that can be visually inspected for recurring anomalies. Documents that One issue that arises with the Sammon map is that it generappear close together in the map but are far away from the ates an inter-document distance matrix of size N x N. In the dense regions in the map have similar characteristics to each examples given here, N is relatively small, so these computaother but are different from the 'typical' document in the cortions are easily performed on a desktop computer. However, pus. Therefore, these are candidate recurring anomalies and for very large document corpora, this procedure cannot be should be carefully reviewed to determine whether they are implemented directly. Thus, we investigated the possibility in fact recurring anomalies or whether they are different verof learning the Sammon map using a neural network and then sions of the same reports.
using the neural network to project future documents into the two dimensional map [9] . The results of this procedure are In the systems that we are analyzing, there can be multiple shown in the lower panel on test data. The original data set versions of the same report. Since the number of reports can was broken into a training, validation, and test set. The test be very large and the version number is not clearly identiset was approximately 40% of the total data available. Nofled, it is not easy to identify nearly identical documents in tice that the neural network does a good job of mapping the the corpus. These documents are readily identified using this method.
11n some cases one can use the first two principal components as an approximation to the relative location of the data in the original space. However, the results are highly dependent on the relative sizes of the eigenvalues Sammon nonlinear maps work by creating a two dimensional of the correlation matrix documents that are close to each other, but makes errors with mid-distance documents. , Gaussian assumptions about the underlying distribution of the data. Empirical studies have shown that for high dimensional sparse data sets, the cosine measure of similarity between The vMF clustering method described here was applied to the two vectors is a better measure than the Euclidean distance. Flight Readiness Reports. This clustering algorithm correctly A recent paper [10] developed the mathematics to perform clustered similar documents into the same cluster. As with kclustering using the cosine measure of similarity. Just as the means, the number of clusters needs to be chosen. We chose a Euclidean distance implicitly implies a Gaussian distribution value of k =7' since that produced the best results on a crossthe cosine distance implicitly implies a different distribution, validation set. Figure 1(bottom panel) shows the distribution known as the von Mises Fisher distribution. We follow the of the documents across clusters.
The clusters discovered by vMF clustering indicated several means that the clusters are broader, and less well defined. areas of interest to investigate for recurring anomalies in difWe are interested in finding clusters with low dispersion. We ferent subsystems. When comparing with the results from the scanned a portion of the three-dimensional parameter space human clustered documents, we found that the themes of the and marginalized across the third parameter to show a two direports were well grouped using this algorithm, and that the mensional contour map of dispersion as shown in Figure 4 . document clusters assigned by hand were grouped appropriBased on these maps, we chose k = 16, number of dimenately within the vMF clusters. sions = 11, and o2 = 30. The document frequencies are shown in Figure 5 . For the Discrepancy Reports we also were given a set of groupings that was done by shuttle software team members.
We explored the application of Sammon mapping to the reWe were able to compare our own clustering results with sults of the spectral decomposition of the kernel matrix as these. We found that in several cases, documents that were shown in Figure 6 to determine the geometry of the data very similar had been grouped in separate clusters by the softthat was clustered. This map clearly shows three well deware team members but were identified with the same cluster fined clusters and a dense region of documents. The clusters by our clustering software.
again identify similar reports as well as potentially interesting groups of anomalies. The highly dense region corresponds to 8. SPECTRAL CLUSTERING cluster 8 in Figure 5 .
Spectral clustering is a different approach to clustering that 2 [12] . Work has also been done in using ker- Figure 4 . This visualization shows how the clustering nel methods for unsupervised learing tasks, such as kernel results vary with the three parameters in spectral clustering: clustering [13] , [14] and density estimation [15] . Figure 6 . This visualization is a projection of the weight of the links can be varied depending on the level in the eigenvectors from the kernel matrix into two dimensions conceptual hierarchy that the link was made. A set of irrelusing Sammon mapping. The contours represent regions of evant terms should also be included in the vehicle model to equiprobability. Recurring anomalies can be documents that identify common terms or codes that shouldn't be used when fall within the same closed contour.
clustering documents. These are also known as stop words, and include words such as 'the', 'and', 'to', etc., as well as common words specific to the domain.
problem reports, thereby increasing the likelihood that meanThe domain information consists of relationships between ingful clusters will be produced. The need for this type of terms. Terms can be related by causality (ie. 'water' causes organized, interconnected structure was found to be impor-'corrosion'), similarity, mutual exclusivity, etc. These relatant in the NASA Space Shuttle program by an independent tionships should describe physical and engineering relationassessment team [16] .
ships that are specific to the vehicle design.
The vehicle model should consist of ontology of the language The vehicle system structure is an engineering model that deused to describe the vehicle and its components, domain infines how parts, components, and subsystems interact with formation, and vehicle system structure. each other.
The ontology portion defines the language of terms used The relational database consists of tables for all of the vehicle when describing problems with the vehicle. This includes parts, components, and subsystems. It also has transactional acronym definitions, thesaurus terms, conceptual hierarchies, tables for entering problem reports with both fixed fields and 
